WHEELS
give place to a disordered wilderness of clapboard. That
part of Pennsylvania contained some fine elms, and to see
them fall before the builder's axe is the most depressing
spectacle in the world. It means the oncoming of every-
thing that is the most sordid in architecture with everything
else that life should not hold . . . commuters., packet
goods,, mechanical enjoyments, sports. ... I don't know
what all.
§
Yes, to-day's life in those broad fields and little hummocks
of landscape seems to me to be a deterioration. Penn's State
was originally one of not too large but very carefully worked
"Dutch/3 English, and a few Huguenot self-sufficiency and
wheat-exporting farms. It had State toleration; its various
sects and Quakers, Arminians, Mennonites, Huguenots,
and even a few Papists stayed short of murdering each other.
They, no doubt, whispered the most hideous things about
each other's religious practices in private. . . . The things
I heard whilst with my feet on a barrel I waited at the store
for the mail would make your hair rise ... mostly about
the local Dutch! They would make your hair rise!
Or, if the others waiting were all of one religious per-
suasion, one heard the most desperate whisperings about all
those worshipping beneath every other kind of steeple as
large as a tea-caddy. And the whisperings were neither very
cautious nor very tactful. My temporary employer was—
and was known to be—a relative of intimate friends of mine.
Nevertheless, I heard the worst sort of constructions put on
the manner in which he had lost his Church membership
ticket. And he was spoken of very unfriendly because he
had mended fence before Thanksgiving. . . . You must
not build wall nor mend fence before Thanksgiving. No one
knew why. . . . But I did know that it was not true; my
unlucky friend had done nothing of the sort. On the con-
trary, I had got up one morning before dawn and, tired
of having to drive the sheep out of the pumpkin patch whilst
we were tiresomely cutting corn in a temperature of 116°
Fahrenheit, had begun to mend the snake fences. But my

